
"chara.la" is an entertainment service with digital characters
 charabans, Inc. designs and provides.

Flatoons LIGHT Ver 1.0

EXTRA.TOUCH① EXTRA.TOUCH② EXTRA.TOUCH③

'Without gesture/touch features from original 
Flatoons, Flatoons-LT- allows you to 
communicate with digital characters with a 
cheaper cost. It would become simpler, meaning 
that it easily matches with any purposes of 
usage. A high quality of 3D graphics is still 
guaranteed!

'Due to the smaller version, it has more 
flexibility to setup any locations as long as there 
is signage in a smaller space. Since it is easier to 
configure censoring and cheaper to operate, it is 
highly recommended for those who test out our 
digital character packages for the first time.

Signs on a card, which a digital character holds, 
can be selected from 10 patterns of letters and/or 
pictures. It is easy to customize when, how long, 
how often, and what sign is shown with an area 
to be detected with a sensor. A character can be 
selected from preinstalled characters. We also 
can design any type of original characters by any 
request. Please contact us for details.

Affordable price! Easy to set up! Easy to customize!

Flatoons-LT- is an interactive content utilizing sensoring technology and digital signage. 

* It will detect a person in the front and respond an appropriate information.

* We purposely get rid of gesture and touch features from Flatoons and made it compact package for smaller 

spaces. Plus, it is more affordable.

i nfo_chara l a@charabans . co . j pCONTACT

Let's start your adve
nture

with EXTRA.TOUCH
 today!
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FLATOONS-LT- Spe
cification※1

CUSTOMIZE Specifica
tion※2

Recommended Specif
ication of PC

Extra spaces and walls around stores in shopping malls 
will be an amusement area for an interactive 
entertainment for customers. It is useful to promote your 
original services as well as branding your merchandize

For demonstrating in an 
extra space.

This service can decorate your stores, shops, or facilities, 
and it attracts customers to the place you set it up.

For attracting more 
customers.

Exciting character and original and unique contents that 
anyone would stop by, will be very attractive to any 
customers and newsworthy as a killer content in a public 
event.

For entertaining at any 
event.

The above specification is a standard of our basic service. 
We can customize the specification for each individual 
customer. Please contact us for more details.

※1：

Play time

A number of players

Recommended space

Projector

3D-Scanning Sensor

PC

Signs on a card

Change 3D characters

Add a sign for a card

Change character voice 

and lines character speaks

Any localization available

Change a method for 

projection

・ A set of 3D CG modeling (including setup)

・ Swap animations

・ List signs

・ Installation and adjustment

・ Change/Add lines character speaks

・ CAdd/Change/Implement/Adjust character voices

・ English and Chinese language versions available

・ Change UI (speech lines, rules, etc)

・ Switch to a projector.

・ Change a graphical resolution and aspect balance.

ITEM DETAILS REMARKS

unlimited

Approximately 5 people. 

(depending on a space you set up)

1m by 1m (3.2ft by 3.2ft)

1

1

1

10 patterns
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SCENE※3

Please feel free to ask if you need a design illustration when characters or signs need to be designed. 
There are various requests we can take. Please ask us any requests.

※2：

OS

CPU

メモリ

GPU

WINDOWS10（64bit）

Core i7-2700K The below specification is a 

minimum requirement.

8G or above

NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 6GB The below 

specification is a minimum requirement.

* Please use up-to-date drivers for devices

︓

︓

︓

︓

It takes approximately 0.5 to 3 months to 

implement and adjust the changes, depending 

on your specification and basic design.

Regardless of whether permanently available contents or limited editions, we are flexible to take any of 
your requests. Please feel free to ask.
Please contact us regarding spaces of machines, any new design/development, or any other questions.

※3：


